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About This Game

Collide is a sliding puzzle game. As an orange square, players must collect all of the coins on each map then slide to the finish,
using as few moves as possible. Use WASD or the arrow keys to move around the map.

Play through the easy, medium, and hard campaigns. Each has 25 different levels of progressing difficulty. Unlock the different
campaigns by beating at least 15 of the previous campaign's maps.
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Once you've beaten all of the campaign levels, try to earn or beat par. Also, as you play, you'll earn achievements. Try to earn all
100 and their corresponding rewards (they're not all for bragging rights).

Earning achievements can unlock 10 different skins for the game.
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Players can also create and share their own maps. Using the in-game Level Editor, players can create unique maps and share the
levels with friends.

As you create your own levels, try sharing them with other skilled players to see what "par" really is for each of your puzzles.

"Get from point A to B then C. Wait, isn't D next? No, that's a trap. It must be E. Alright, now how do I get from here to the
finish?"
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Title: Collide
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brandon Slade, Braden Van Wagenen
Publisher:
Miniwit Studios
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or later

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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Very soothing soundtrack.. It's really enjoyable and colorful game. And also it gives some good challenge to your spatial
thinking skills.. We all want to be movie directors right? Fun game. Difficult for me to say anything negative about this one..
Fairly basic, but an entertaining way to kill time in my planning class lol. Beyond the outstanding features of the editor, this
software is excellent on two fronts:

1) It integrated with Autodesk Maya perfectly, on the very first try, no issues what-so-ever.
2) The tech support is phenomenal.

I mostly use the software to develop python helper scripts for Maya and Nuke, and while the interface is touch on the ugly side,
the functionality of WingIDE is far better than any other option I have tried (Notepad++, Pycharm, and Sublime). I also use
Eclipse for Python\/C\/C++ dev at work, and god how I wish it had the ease of use that WingIDE does. Eclipse has a lot of
setup, where WingIDE just works.

What put me over the top to fully recommend this software is the tech support. They are phenomenal. I had a problem with the
software not finding a license after the most recent update on steam, I sent an email to thier tech support and got a response
almost immediately. They solved my issue and they were a joy to deal with. This is the best cutomer support experience I have
had from anyone ever.

Pros:
+ Very powerful, fully featured python IDE.
+ Extremetly easy to setup and integrate with various 3D software packages.
+ Probably the best customer support on the planet.

Cons:
- The interface is need of a facelift (it's a little on the ugly side).. how do i access the dlc
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Play alone, in the dark, with headset on! :P. A solid expansion to a solid game. Full of good additions without devaluing the base
races\/content.

An expanded tech tree, two new races with each their own unique mechanic and one new type of FTL. Definitely a pick up if
you enjoyed the base game!. Could probably let my kid nephew drone out on it for hours. I do kind of regret paying 10 dollars
for it... The price and screenshots made me interpret something else entirely. I mean, its a fairly good game, it looks good, plays
good. The price could have been lower though. It'd be a really good game to drone out on while riding on a bus or something. Or
while you're waiting for a baby to be delivered. Buy it when its on sale, though.. This game had a nice concept that could've
been fun with proper balancing; yet sadly it didn't. No matter how much you prepare your villagers, no matter what strategy you
go at this game with, you just get massacred once the dead start waking at night. Pixel Survivors had everything in place to be
good, but executed poorly. A few updates to the AI systems could fix it but development has gone dormant. On that note, I
would not recommend this game sadly.. Unplayable due to frequently occurring random crashes. DON'T BUY IT.
. There is no escape from Monkey Kombat™.
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